Lal Lal Wind Farms
Crane Lift, Yendon Egerton Road
February 2019

Crane lift on Yendon Egerton Road, near Harris Road Yendon
Works are progressing at Lal Lal Wind Farms. Turbine construction commenced in December 2018. There are
currently two turbines that have been completed with a number of turbine towers still under construction.
The crane in use to construct the turbines is a Terex crawler crane of 660T capacity. This crane is moved from each
turbine hardstand location to construct the turbines towers. To ensure the road surface is not damaged, the crane will
be dismantled and transported from one civil area to another utilising both low bed trucks and hydraulic SPMT’s (Self
Propelled Modular Transporter). There will be a total 7 crane lifts planned over 3 days. This lift will be delayed should
extreme wind and heat be detected and will commence over the weekend of 2 February 2019.

Traffic Management: details of road closure Yendon Egerton Road
The crane lift will take place across Yendon Egerton Road just near the Harris Road intersection. See map below for
the location and for an example of traffic management that will be in place.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Traffic speeds will be reduced from 80 kph to 40 kph around the location of the crane lift. During periodic moments
there will be a short delay while the actual crane lift takes place between 5-10 minutes. This is a safety precaution as
a ‘no traversing zone’ is established around the crane during the lift. Allowances will be made to schedule these crane
lifts away from morning and afternoon peaks as well as the local school bus timetable.
This closure is not expected to be repeated as only one tower is of such proximity to the road.
In consideration to other drivers, it is encouraged that all drivers maintain speed limits and not sudden stops to view
the lift.

Construction work hours
Construction work hours with the crane lift will be between 6am and 6.30pm, Monday to Sunday. These works are
authorised to take place out of hours to avoid windy weather. We apologise for any inconvenience caused by these
works utilising Yendon Egerton Road and your patience is most appreciated.

Future construction updates
Further construction updates to follow via community bulletins distributed in the local area.

For more information
Email info@lallalwindfarms.com.au
Phone 1800 187 183
Web

www.lallalwindfarms.com.au

Visit

Buninyong Information Centre, Warrenheip Street Buninyong
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